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Synthesis

For centuries men have had the necessity of communicate secretly. The first

attempt used to reach this result has been steganography, which consists

in simply hide the message; the world come from the Greek and means

“concealed writing”. The first examples of steganography are mentioned by

Herodotus, around 440 B.C., in his work “The Histories”: Demaratus, who

sent a warning about a forthcoming attack to Greece by writing it directly

on the wooden backing of a wax tablet before applying its beeswax surface

and Histiaeus, who sand his most trusted slave after having shaved his head

and tattooed a message on it.

The most common and developed set of techniques used to let two par-

ties secretly communicate is, however, cryptography, which means “secret

writing”. Differently from steganography, cryptography is the science that

studies ways to hide information, without necessarily hide the message, so

that it can not be understood even if an opposite part find it.

The model used in cryptography is the following: two parts, Alice and

Bob, want to communicate without let Freddie1 read their messages. To

achieve their aim, Alice and Bob send themself encrypted messages that

only the other one can read, while Freddie’s aim is to menage to understand

the messages, i.e. to find a way to break the encryption used by Alice and

Bob.

To formalize this process we use the following definitions.

Definition Let A be an alphabet of q symbols.

A plaintext is a sequence of n symbols from A, m = m1m2 . . . mn ∈ An,

while the ciphertext is the result of the encryption transformation, and is

1Mr. Bad Guy.
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usually a sequence of n symbols from the same set A, c = c1c2 . . . cn ∈ An.

We denote the set of all the plaintexts as M, while C is the set of all the

ciphertexts. We denote by K the keyspace, i.e. the set of all the keys.

An encryption is a function Ek : M×K → C that receives a plaintext m

and produces a ciphertext c, according to k ∈ K. The inverse transformation

Dk′ : C × K → M is called decryption.

A cipher is a pair of functions (E,D) such that for any plaintext m ∈ M

we have Dk′ (Ek(m)) = m, where k′ is the decryption key corresponding to

the key k used for the encryption.

If the two keys used are equals, k = k′, or one can be easily drawn from

the other, we talk about symmetric encryption. If so, the scheme of the

communication between Alice and Bob with the attack of Freddie is the one

illustrated in Fig. 1.

A B

F

mm c

Ek Dk

Fig. 1: Scheme of a symmetric encryption; c is the encrypted text.

A basic require for the cipher to be safe is that the keyspace K is large

enough to do not permit a brute force attack, that is an exhaustive search

of the only right key by trying all of them.

Definition An attack is a strategy that contributes to reduce significantly

the set of possible keys.

Note that the key is the most important part of all the system. As stated

by the “Kerckhoffs’ principle”, in fact, the cipher has to be safe even if the

attacker have a detailed description of it (but lacks the key). This revolu-

tionary concept was formulated in 1883 and restated by Claude Shannon,
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the inventor of information theory and the fundamentals of theoretical cryp-

tography, as “the knowledge of the cipher should not drop any information

about the message”.

One the first (and most famous) example of symmetric cryptographic

scheme is Caesar cipher, in which every letter of the message is substituted

with the one three positions further down in the alphabet (see Table 1).

plaintext digit A B C D . . . T U V Z

ciphertext digit D E F G . . . Z A B C

Table 1: Substitutions in the Caesar cipher.

Note that this cipher is absolutely weak, as the keyspace consists, at

most, in 26 keys, so that an exhaustive search of the only right key is possible.

With the development of the techniques of cryptography, various physical

devices and aids have become to arise, to help people do encryption faster,

or because the key was a physical characteristic of the devise itself. One

of the most famous ancient of such devises was the scytale, which consists

Fig. 2: A scytale; image from Wikipedia.

in a cylinder (such as a stick) with a

strip of leather wound around it on

which the message is written long-

wise (see Fig. 2). In this case the

key is represented by the diameter

of the cylinder used to encrypt the

message, since to decrypt the mes-

sage a cylinder with the same thick-

ness is needed.

In the early of 20th century several mechanical encryption/decryption

devices has been invented invented to perform faster and more complex
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ciphers. An examples of such mechanical devices are the rotor machines

Fig. 3: Enigma; image from Wikipedia.

used, for instance, in the Eni-

gma machine during World War

II by German military (see

Fig. 3).

The development of more

complex ciphers was made pos-

sible by the development of digi-

tal computers, which, moreover,

let encrypt every type of data

representable within the com-

puter memory, such as pictures,

videos and databases.

A major advantage of the

use of computers in cryptog-

raphy was the improvement of

the computational power, which

lead, in the 70s, to the development of public key cryptography, in which the

key k′ used to decrypt is different from the one used to encrypt k. In that

way the key k (called public key) can be distributed to anyone who wants to

communicate with us, since only the secret key k′ can decrypt the message.

Public key cryptography scheme are usually based on difficult mathematical

problems, such as the discrete logarithms; they, however, still does not give

the same good performance of symmetric key encryption, so they are used

above all to encrypt small messages, such as symmetric keys.

A basic classification of symmetric key encryption is the one between

block ciphers and stream ciphers. Briefly, we can distinguish them saying
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that a block chiper splits the message in different parts of the same length,

and then it encrypts each part separately. On the other hand, stream ci-

phers operate on a smaller number of symbols, most of times on a single

digit, performing a different encryption for each one. The sequence of keys

the stream cipher uses to make the various different encryptions is called

keystream.

To reach the perfect security the keystream should be of the same length

of the message, should be used only once and should be chosen completely

random. This last condition is the most problematic in practise, as there

should be found a way to secretly communicates the key between the parts.

For that reason stream ciphers are usually used with a keystream genera-

tor2, which is an algorithm (implemented in hardware or software) used to

generate a deterministic sequence of keys, but the most possible random-

looking.

To produce such a sequences each part of the keystream generator must be

chosen very carefully, as there is the risk that the keystream generated can

appear in some sense predictable, thus not giving a strong encryption.

In this thesis we present three innovative attacks against combining

LFSR keystream generators, which are used in many areas for their high

speed and efficiency and low computational resources required. All of these

attacks explore, in some sense, a weakness which was unknown when they

have been invented, giving, in that way new criteria designs of such keystream

generators.

In Chapter 1 we give the basic mathematical definitions and introduce

some properties of the algebraic structure used in the rest of this thesis. We

give also an overview on probability and information theory.

2Also called pseudo-noise generator.
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In Chapter 2 we describe and specifies the cryptographic properties of

each part of LFSR keystream generators, which scheme is illustrated in Fig 4.

L1

L2

Ls · · ·

· · ·

· · ·

...

f
keystream

Fig. 4: Scheme of a LFSR keystream generator: on the left there are the registers,

while f is the combining function.

A linear feedback shift register is a register made of several stages, each

one capable of storing a bit (or, more generally, an element from a finite

field Fq). All the stages are synchronized by an external clock: at each unit

time each register releases its value and accepts another one. As the stages

are concatenated together, the internal states of the register actually shifts

of one position, and a bit of output is generated, while on the opposite side,

the last stage accepts a linear combination of the values of the stages.

In Section 2.1 we studied the properties of the sequences generated by

such a register. We also show how these properties depend on the initial

state and (above all) the feedback connection that generates the linear com-

bination of the stages.

One of the way of designing a keystream generator based on LFSR is

through the use of a boolean function, which, at each unit time, combines

the outputs of several LFSR and produces a single digit of keystream. In

Section 2.2 we study the cryptographic properties of these functions.

In Chapter 3 we present the Correlation Attack by Siegenthaler [44],

which, in 1984/1985, had the idea of using a statistical weakness of a

not properly chosen combining function in LFSR keystream generator (see
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Fig. 5). In fact, Siegenthaler showed that if the function makes possible

a correlation between the output of some registers and the ciphertext, ob-

tained by a bitwise XOR between the plaintext message and the keystream,

recovering the initial state and the feedback connections of the register be-

come possible in a ciphertext-only attack.

L1

L2

Ls · · ·

· · ·

· · ·

...

f

LFSR keystream generator

mt

zt

ct

Fig. 5: Model used by Siegenthaler in his Correlation Attack.

The strategy he set out was to perform a some kind of brute force attack

on all the pairs feedback connection/initial state of each register, separately

from all the other ones. In this way the attacker can reduce the complexity

of a brute force attack from
∏s

i=1 Ki to
∑s

i=1 Ki, where Ki is the total

number of possible combination for the ith register.

Despite the great limit of this attack, i.e. the length of the register, since

if ti is too long the exhaustive search is infeasible, Siegenthaler showed in

practice a new weakness of most LFSR keystream generator proposed at

that time. He also stressed the importance of a new cryptographic property,

the correlation immunity, for the combining functions.

In Chapter 4 we present an improvements of the attack presented in

the previous chapter, the Fast Correlation Attack developed by Meier and

Staffelbach in 1988/1989. The aim of their two algorithms was to recover
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the output of a single register (whose feedback connections are supposed to

be known) from the observed keystream.

The model used in their attacks is the one illustrated in Fig. 6: the

output of the register is thought to be filtered by a binary symmetric mem-

oryless source, which summarizes the action of the other registers and of the

combining function over the output itself. In this scenario, the problem of

finding the only right output of the register is equivalent to the one of de-

coding a message transitted through a noisy channel, where the correlation

became the probability of each bit of not being flipped. The two algorithms

ideated by Meier and Staffelbach used the fact that the output of the reg-

ister has a known structure, given by the linear relation it satisfies, which

can be used to correctly decoding it from the noisy keystream.

output

00

1 1

· · ·

p

p

1 − p

1 − p

keystream

Fig. 6: Scheme of a LFSR keystream generator: on the left there are the registers,

while f is the combining function.

These attacks suffered of a very important limitation, since they are

successfully only if the number of stages actually used in the feedback linear

combination of the register is rather small (almost less than 10). Their

ideas were, however, very innovative, as they showed how a cryptographic

problem could be seen as a decoding problem, and how the techniques used

in this area could be used do recover the initial state of a LFSR. This led

to numerous improvements of their attacks, since others began to apply
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different techniques of decoding, managing to overcome the limit of the few

feedback connections required to perform the attack.

In Chapter 5 we describe the new attack ideated by Shamir and his

studend Dinur at the end of 2008, the Cube Attack. This chosen-plaintext

attack has very few innovations, since, as stated in their paper by their au-

thor, their work has been limited to collect and re-organize a series of tech-

niques already known, producing, however, an original new attack suitable

for block and stream ciphers. This fact has opened a dispute with Michael

Vielhaber, the inventor of AIDA3, a previous attack directed to the stream

cipher Trivium, which directly accused Shamir and Dinur of plagiarism.

The Cube Attack is based on the possibility to describe the cipher as

a multivariate polynomial p over F2 in m + n variables: the first ones are

called public variables, and stores the IV bits, while the latters are called

secret variables and store the key bits. The aim of this attack is to recover

the n key bits used in the cipher. to do that Shamir and Dinur proved two

therems, which are the basis of the attack. They, in fact, permit to obtain,

under certain conditions, a linear system in only the secret variables and of

which the free terms can be easily calculated in the phase of the attack, so

that it can be easily solved in polynomial time.

The most onerous part of the attack is, however, the preprocessing phase,

in which the attacker tries to find enough monomials tI made of only public

variables; for each such monomial the polynomial p can be written as p =

tIpS(I) + qI , where pS(I) is called the superpoly of the term tI in p. Due to

the fact that x2 = x for all x ∈ F2, we can suppose that all the variables

appear with the exponent less than 2 in every monomial of p, so in every

term tI and its superpoly pS(I) always different variables appear. The aim of

3Algebraic IV Differential Attack.
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this phase is to choose public terms for which the corresponding superpoly

is linear and non constant, so that we can set out a linear system of secret

variables with a chosen-plaintext attack.

The unsolved question is how to efficiently find enough public maxterms,

i.e. terms such that their superpolies contains only secret variables. Note

that the question of how to find some linear (in the secret vars) parts of the

full ANF (algebraic normal form) in some polynomial-bounded time remains

unsolved also in the AIDA paper by Vielhaber, fact that contributes to his

accuses, as the Cube Attack does not resolve that fundamental point.

In Section 5.4 we present an original discussion oriented on finding similar

results of the two theorems in the paper by Shamir and Dinur, but in a

generic finite field Fq. In our discussion we show that some of the properties

are not valid, however we are able to conduct the attack.

In Appendix A we present the source code of the implementations we

realized of the attacks presented in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. All the implementa-

tions are realized with Wolfram Mathematica, and are suitable to be tested

with any finite field Fq, having used the package FiniteFields, already

present in the Mathematica installation.

In Appendix B we present the Berlekamp-Massey Algorithm, which is

used to find the shortest LFSR that generates a given output of elements

in a finite field Fq in polynomial time, given an upper bound of its length.

The length of such a LFSR is called linear complexity of the sequence.

This algorithm is at the basis of various attacks, which can performed if

the combining function of a LFSR keystream generator is linear, since the

resulted keystream has a too short linear complexity, and so it can described

by a set of linear equations that can be easily solved.
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